Press release march 2018

San Francisco, Chemnitz, 03/07/2018: digitronic® computersysteme GmbH, Germany
named winner in the 14th Annual Info Security PG's 2018 Global Excellence
Awards®:

By Peter Liebing
digitronic® announced today that Info Security Products
Guide, the industry's leading information security research
and advisory guide, has named the All-In-One Compliance
Package a winner in the 14th Annual 2018 Info Security PG’s
Global Excellence Awards® in General Data Protection (GDPR)
Solutions.

These

cybersecurity

and

prestigious

global

awards

information

technology

recognize

vendors

with

advanced, ground-breaking products, solutions, and services
that are helping set the bar higher for others in all areas of
security and technologies.
The All-In-One Compliance Package is the combination
of network

drive

encryption and

strong two-factor

authentication which offers a high level of security to protect your data from unauthorized
access and supports certified authentication in a wide range of forms, from RFID cards and
active smart cards (card or USB token) to our latest innovation: a login solution using a
smartphone Whether you want to strengthen the security for your confidential construction
and development data, your management or HR data, the All-In-One Compliance Packages
are a highly effective step towards improving your organization’s information security.
Whether you’re seeking ISO 27001 certification, undergoing an Information Security
Assessment (ISA) audit by the German Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA) or
working to meet the requirements set out by the European General Data Protection
Regulation (EU GDPR), digitronic® can offer you a secure and quick-to-implement solution.
“We are proud to be recognized as an industry player whose All-In-One Compliance Package
have been named winner by Info Security Products Guide,” says Matthias Kirchhoff, CEO of
digitronic®. “Behind this distinguished success is our relentless drive to stay customer
focussed. We believe this recognition from Info Security Products Guide further validates our
commitment to our customers and their security needs. "I am very happy about this
breakthrough on the US market, especially considering that our company is participating for
the second time in the RSA 2018 Conference in San Francisco. You will find us at the German
Pavilion at Booth # 3927 in the North Exhibit Hall."

About Info Security PG’s Global Excellence Awards
Info Security Products Guide sponsors the Global Excellence Awards and plays a vital role in
keeping end-users informed of the choices they can make when it comes to protecting their
digital resources and assets. It is written expressly for those who are adamant on staying
informed of security threats and the preventive measure they can take. You will discover a
wealth of information in this guide including tomorrow's technology today, best deployment
scenarios, people and technologies shaping cyber security and industry predictions &
directions

that

facilitate

in

making

the

most

pertinent

security

decisions.

Visit

www.infosecurityproductsguide.com for the complete list of winners.
About digitronic®
digitronic® computersysteme gmbh, founded 1991, is a leading and trusted partner for both
companies and government agencies – we are a German software developer and provider of
customized and investment-safe communication, encryption and login solutions in a
professional environment.
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